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ES BRENNT - WAS TUN? have been playing together in their current line-up since 2004. They were also 
known as MOOD but in that incarnation their lyrics were in English. After two successful albums, the time 
had come for something new. The band added elements of “Neue Deutsche Welle” to their original 
pop/alternative influence, thus providing a unique way for their singer's voice to stand out. The charming 
swing-sounds with a subtle 60s flair give ES BRENNT - WAS TUN? their very own style; significantly 
distinguishing them from other well-known female-fronted Swiss rock-bands. 
 
The decision in 2011 to start singing in german was for Ramona an inspired choice that Boris, Rudi and Ray 
enthusiastically followed. Being able to sing in her native language has allowed Ramona the opportunity to 
summarize her observations of people and life and be able to express herself in her songs in a more 
authentic way. These newly composed songs were published by ES BRENNT - WAS TUN? in March 2012 
as an EP «Auf den ersten Blick», and celebrated the release with a great concert in SUD Club - Basel. 
 
The fact that this newly discovered form of creativity had no limit was clearly evident in the length of the EP 
with its seven songs and two bonus tracks that was almost album length. For the song «Melone» they 
released a music video, followed by many live gigs and various Swiss open-air festivals. 
 
In 2014 ES BRENNT - WAS TUN? was very active. Bouyed by the success of their gigs and studio 
recordings of the year before, the band was already working on new songs. In the spring they recorded their 
new album live at Helium Studios Basel with Ramon Vaca. The mixing and mastering was done by V.O. 
Pulver at Little Creed Studio. The band was more than satisfied with the outstanding results. Even with all 
the band members adding their own different, personal influences to the music,  ES BRENNT - WAS TUN? 
still manages to be an authentic and coherent work. A splash of disco, a spoonful of punk-rock, give this 
«Pop on the Rocks»-Cocktail its unique taste. Waiting to be served up in it's minimalistic glass in Spring 
2015. Cheers! 
 
 
BAND MEMBERS DISCOGRAPHY 
Ramona – Vocal 
Andy – Guitar 
Rudi – Bass 
Raymond – Drums 
Web: www.esbrenntwastun.ch 

2015 Album «Es brennt - was tun?» 
2012 EP «Auf den ersten Blick» 
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